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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the CEGB approach to demonstrating during commissioning 
the adequacy of the reliability of the large on-site essential electrical 
power sources Installed In the CAGR power stations. In this approach the 
reliability requirements of the essential electrical supplies at the power 
Stations are defined and then the reliability requirements of the particular 
gas turbine and diesel generator installations derived. The paper outlines 
the probabilistic methods used In arriving at the specific start and run test 
programmes which were subsequently carried out. The results achieved in these 
test programmes in demonstrating that the reliability requirements were 
satisfied, are presented in the paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In common with all nuclear power reactors, the AGR requires cooling 
following all planned shutdown and fault Initiated reactor trips. Post 
trip heat removal systems are provided to remove stored heat and decay 
heat and thus prevent the fuel overheating and damage to the reactor 
structures.
These post trip systems are, In an AGR, dependent upon the provision of 
electrical supplies. The off-site grid supplies normally provide these 
supplies but In the event of failure of the grid then the essential 
electrics are provided by on-slte power sources, le. diesel generators or 
gas turbines. These power sources are therefore required to operate with 
reliabilities which are consistent with overall safety objectives.

This Paper describes the approach adopted by CEGB to demonstrating during 
commissioning the adequacy of the reliability of the large on-slte 
essential electrical power sources Installed at the CAGR power stations.

2. ESSENTIAL SYSTEM RELIABILITY REQUIREMENTS

Although the post trip safeguards systems in the early AGR's were 
designed basically to satisfy deterministic criteria, probabilistic 
safety assessment methods were progressively used as an aid to judgement 
when assessing the adequacy of the designs. Overall targets were 
therefore derived from considerations of the potential magnitude of 
radioactivity release against the predicted annual frequency. An overall 
target that the probability of not obtaining sufficient post trip cooling 
should not exceed 10-7 per year per fault group was adopted as an 
objective. This target figure was therefore used in assessing the 
adequacy of the reliability of the overall electric supplies as derived 
from off-site and on-site sources, and the requirements for the 
reliability of the on-slte prime movers were derived from this basis.
The derivation of reliability requirements for the individual diesel 
generators or gas turbines required an assessment of the requirements of 
three principal initiating fault sequences. These were:

a) a pressurised reactor trip and a consequent disconnection of the 
grid supply,

b) a depressurised reactor trip and a consequent disconnection of the 
grid supply,

c) a loss of grid supply to the station with a consequent pressurised 
reactor trip.

Frequencies were assigned to these events as design targets, and not 
necessarily solely derived from practical data available at the time. 
These frequencies are shown in Table I. As a result of applying these 
frequencies to the fault sequences above, the frequencies of sequences
(a) and (c) were identical. Therefore the requirements for the essential 
power sources collectively were based on two post trip reactor conditions 
in these fault sequences, ie pressurised and depressurised.
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These two fault sequences considered imposed different requirements on 
the essential cooling functions, principally in primary and secondary 
coolant flow, le. gas flow through the reactor core and feedwater flow In 
the boilers. Differences In the power outputs from the essential 
electrical power sources for the two fault sequences therefore resulted.

3. ELECTRICAL PRIME MOVER RELIABILITY REQUIREMENTS

The different electrical power outputs required collectively from the 
essential on-slte power sources for the two reactor tripped conditions 
considered, In conjunction with the specific arrangements of the 
essential plant on the essential electrical distribution boards, led to 
different levels of prime mover redundancy for the two fault sequences. 
For example In one Instance, for a pressurised reactor trip condition any 
one diesel generator (out of a possible total of six) was required as a 
minimum to ensure adequate essential cooling, whereas for a depressurised 
reactor trip condition two diesels (out of a possible four) were required 
as a minimum. In another Instance account had to be taken of the 
association of particular gas turbines with particular gas circulators.

The calculation of the target reliability requirements for the Individual 
gas turbines or diesel generators were therefore based on these 
considerations together with the other practical conditions which could 
Influence the avallebllity of this plant, eg. maintenance.
Maintenance outages were scheduled on a staggered basis and permissible 
outages of essential plant for power operation of a reactor to continue 
were strictly defined by Identified Operating Instructions. Therefore 
only specifically defined plant availability conditions had to be 
considered in calculating the reliability requirements. Scheduled 
maintenance outages were assigned as 45 days per year for a gas turbine 
and 32 days per year for a diesel generator.

The period for which the reliability of the prime movers was considered 
was typically a 12 hour period. In some Instances the timescale of the 
requirements for essential post trip cooling permitted some benefit to be 
claimed from grid restoration. In some such cases a probability of grid 
restoration of 0.7 within this period was assumed.

Common mode failure effects were not considered to Impose additional 
constraints on the calculation of the individual prime mover reliability 
requirements because these effects had been considered In the design of 
the electrical distribution systems. For example, for the more frequent 
reactor trip conditions the provision of the essential electrics could be 
claimed from diverse power sources. Diversity in these situations was 
achieved either from the use of diesel generators having different 
manufacturers and of different sise, or from the use of gas turbines and 
diesel generators.

Operator actions in attempting to start an essential prime mover after it 
had initially failed, usually in an automatic start sequence, were not 
claimed in the derivation of the target reliabilities.
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Equations for calculating the target reliabilities of the prime movers In 
the two basic reactor tripped conditions were therefore constructed.

For a requirement of not less than 2 prime movers out of a total of 4 
these were typically:
10-7 /•frequency of \ x fprob. of \ x 

^initiating event^ ^grid 10887 (3p2 4M355 A ., 3 »  365-4M •*
p 3 é r J

where P ■ prime mover failure probability to start and run.
M “ scheduled maintenance period for each prime mover per year.

No benefit for grid restoration Is contained in this particular 
calculation.

From these equations the target reliabilities for the prime movers for 
the two reactor tripped conditions were typically

91- 92Z start reliability for the depressurised reactor condition.
92- 931 start reliability for the pressurised reactor condition.

For the prime movers to satisfy both the conditions In this example, the 
requirements of the pressurised reactor trip condition were therefore 
overriding, le. a reliability of 92-93Z was required. Experience from 
other examples has been that the requirements of the pressurised reactor 
trip generally were the overriding conditions*

4. ELECTRICAL PRIME MOVER RELIABILITY DEMONSTRATION METHOD

4.1 The Definition of the Test Criteria

Having established a reliability target for the essential prime 
movers, the requirement was then to derive a practical method for 
demonstrating that this target had been satisfied and was continuing 
to be satisfied over the lifetime of the plant. The method adopted 
consisted of two stages:

a) the completion of a programme of commissioning tests against 
defined criteria,

b) the establishment of a programme of regular in-service testing 
to demonstrate that the reliability requirement was being 
maintained during the station operation.

This Paper is concerned with the definition of the criteria for the 
programme of commissioning tests.

The practical implications of carrying out the number of tests 
required to demonstrate conclusively a reliability of the order 
expected of the prime movers were considerable* The hundreds of 
tests required to produce a reasonable number of failures were 
likely to produce wearout characteristics in the machines due to 
thermal cycling fatigue, apart from being extremely difficult and 
expensive to accommodate and resource in the commissioning 
programme, particularly at the rate of 1 or 2 tests per day per 
machine. In order to reduce the number of tests to a manageable size
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and yet still produce meaningful results, two approaches have been 
used by the CEGB for defining the criteria of test programmes.
These approaches were based on the use of two different methods of 
deducing reliability estimates from tests in which only a small 
number of failures has occurred. One was based on a Bayesian method 
of analysis and the other was based on a confidence limit method. 
Both approaches derived criteria for:

a) the total number of failures to start, in a series of test 
starts where the results for each prime mover were added 
together,

b) the number of failures to start for each prime mover, in the 
series of test starts, where the results for each prime mover 
were considered separately.

In deriving the criteria for the total number of failures for all 
the prime movers the fundamental assumption made was that the 
failure characteristics were identical, le. generic to that type and 
model of prime mover.

The application of the Bayesian approach can be considered as 
particularly suited to deriving a test programme when some prior 
information on the failure characteristics of the plant exists. In 
this situation the confidence limit approach which takes no account 
of such prior information would result in a pessimistically 
stringent test programme. In situations where prior information on 
the failure characteristics of the plant is not available, for 
example with new or extensively modified plant, then the confidence 
limit approach is a more rigorous method to apply for small samples, 
although still pessimistic.

Typical test programmes resulting from the application of a Bayesian 
method were derived for demonstrating a failure probability of a 
prime mover to start of 0.07 ie. a start reliability of 93Z. These 
programmes, for testing a 4 unit installation, stipulated the number 
of test starts typically as:

20 tests per unit, le. 80 tests in total - not greater than
4 failures.

or 30 tests per unit, le. 120 tests in total - not greater than
7 failures.

or 40 tests per unit, le. 160 tests in total - not greater than
10 failures.

In the confidence level approach it was recognised that the choice 
of a confidence level for demonstrating a reliability target was 
subjective and influenced by a number of considerations. For 
example, whether a high confidence in achieving an automatic start 
to a particular reliability was necessary when there was the 
possibility of operator intervention in achieving a successful 
start. It was recognised also that the method of calculating the 
reliability target included a nunber of factors for which ranges of 
values could be more appropriate rather than the pessimistic point 
values asstmed. A lower reliability target figure was therefore 
derived, and for the example in which an initial target reliability
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of 92-93Z vas derived a lover target reliability figure of 90Z was 
also derived. Different confidence levels were therefore identified 
with the target reliability and the lover bound reliability, vlth 
the objective that similar test requirements resulted from each 
assuming binomial distribution theory. For the example considered a 
95Z confidence limit vas attached to the achievement of the lover 
target reliability of 90Z, and a 70Z confidence limit attached to 
the target of 92-93Z.

Typical test programmes for testing the 4 unit Installation vere:

20 tests per unit, le. 80 tests in total - not greater than
3 failures.

or 30 tests per unit, ie. 120 tests in total - not greater than
6 failures.

or 40 tests per unit, le. 160 tests in total - not greater than
9 failures.

The tvo approaches therefore stipulated similar criteria for test 
programmes.

Both approaches also derived criteria on the limit to the permitted 
number of failures for an individual prime mover in these tests. 
This evolved from recognizing the need to demonstrate that a rogue 
machine vas not part of the installation, ie. one vhich vas 
significantly less reliable than the others. These criteria again 
stipulated the number of failures that could be considered as 
acceptable out of the nimber of test starts on each unit, ie. 
typically as:

30 tests per unit - not greater than 2 failures.

4.2 The Derivation of a Practical Test Schedule

The different criteria derived for the different test programmes 
represented requirements vhich vere more stringent for the smaller 
samples of tests. If the reliability of the prime movers in an 
installation vere significantly better than the target value derived 
then it vas likely that a test programme could be demonstrated vhich 
vas based on a smaller sample of tests. In such a case a further 
minimisation of the number of tests to be carried out in the 
commissioning could be achieved.

A practical test schedule vas therefore constructed vhich recognised 
this possibility and an example of such a schedule is shown in 
Figure 2 for a four unit diesel generator installation. This 
schedule identifies the acceptable failures associated vith 20, 30 
and 40 tests per diesel, on an overall basis and on an individual 
basis, in a progressive manner. In the event of a particular test 
programme being unsatisfactory then Increases in the tests on the 
diesel generators are stipulated in units of 10 up to a maximum of a 
possible 50 tests on an individual diesel. The programme of 20 
tests per diesel vas regarded as the minimum for yielding meaningful 
information on the reliability of a diesel generator.
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4.3 Test Results

Start testa were completed on a 4 unit diesel generator Installation 
to the Test Schedule illustrated In Figure 1. The results of these 
tests are shown In Table II. It can be seen that the diesel 
generators demonstrated compliance with the test programme 
containing the smallest nunber of test starts, le. 20. The nunber 
of tests In the commissioning phase had therefore been minimized 
effectively.

5. CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The various factors, nunerleal targets and methods used in deriving the 
criteria of the test schedule for the commissioning tests of the 
essential prime movers have been described. A practical test schedule 
which resulted from these criteria has been described. The results 
obtained during commissioning of an installation of four diesel 
generators have been provided to demonstrate the way in which this 
schedule was satisfied.

Programmes of regular in-service testing of gas turbines and diesel 
generators have been established for all the currently operational AGR's. 
These programmes provide the assurance required that.the target 
reliabilities continue to be satisfied, and safeguard against any 
degradation in reliability performance.

Probabilistic safety studies have also been completed, in which the prime 
mover installations have been modelled in detail in fault tree analyses 
of all the essential cooling and es>entl*l supporting systems. These 
studies have confirmed that the reliability targets derived for the 
commissioning tests of the prime movers were consistent with the overall 
probabilistic safety targets for the provision of essential cooling at 
each installation.
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Table I: Initiating Event Frequencies Assigned.

J Event | Fr equency 
I per An nun 1

1
1
| Pressurised Reactor

1
1 10

1
1

1 Trip 1 1I 1I1
| Depressurised | 10-3 to 10-“

1
1

| Reactor Trip 1 1| 111
| Loss of Grid | 10-1

1
1

| as Initiating Event 
1

1
1

1
1

| Loss of Grid 1 1
| Consequential upon | 10-2 per event 1
| Reactor Trip 
1

1 1
1
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Table II; Test Programne Results for the 
particular 4 diesel generator 
Installation

T
1 | Tests j Failures 1
1
1 Machine 1

1
| 20 1 0

1
1

1 Machiné 2 1 21 1 1 1
1 Machine 3 1 21 I 1 !
1
1

Machine 4 | 20 1 o 1
1

1
1 TOTAL j 82 ! 2

1
1

A
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